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A note from Elizabeth …

E~book Part Two is a collection of creative writings of the guided “Inquiry” 
meditations.  The Inquiry process originated from Ramana Maharshi of 
Arunachala, S. India and is the root process of all of my guided meditations 
— inquiring into our True Self.  When we use questioning in our 
meditation, we are opening to an experience of: “I don’t know.”   Now, 
through this opening the truth of who I AM arises into our awareness and is 
naturally realized.   

Recorded meditations are available that reflect these writings.  Some 
deviations occurred while recording, but on the most part these writings 
duplicate the recordings.   

Please feel free to use these writings and recordings in your individual and 
group meditation times.   

If you wish,  I am available to be with you 
as your meditation coach to create a 
meditation that fits your lifestyle and 
spiritual path.  
  

Contact information is on my website at: 
<http://www.meditations-for-everyone.info/lets-talk>
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Inquiry Meditations

 

“There is a fixed state — 
sleep, dream and waking states 

are mere movements in it.   

The pictures move on the 
screen, but do not affect it.  

This is the true and natural 
state of being.” 

  
~ Ramana Maharshi   

 

There is a wide spread popularity happening with the teachings of "non-
duality" which are emphasizing;   

"There is not now nor has there ever been a separation from our Source, 
God, Christ or 'Higher Power' - which is our True Self-Nature."  

It is commonly referred to as "oneness" or "not-two."  These Self-Inquiry 
meditations have been created to contemplate and realize this truth of "not-
two" for ourselves and awaken to who-we-really-are here and now.    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Inquiry:  The Self Inquiry Process

Our  natural state of being is the Radiant Heart.   
In this guided Inquiry meditation, relax into the process of opening and 
awakening as this One Heart lived here and now.   
  
 You may listen to this meditation here:  (25 min) 

<https://www.meditations-for-everyone.info/non-duality-meditations> 

The following is the written version of this meditation.  You may use it to 
guide yourself.  Let me know if I can assist you in any way as you move 
forward in learning this mediation: 

<https://www.meditations-for-everyone.info/lets-talk>  
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Inquiry:  The Self Inquiry Process 

Let’s begin by coming into a comfortable and relaxed place in your chair … 
one that you can release and let go into this guided process and still remain 
alert and present … 

Now, observe your body sitting in the chair … notice your breath as it flows 
into the body … as it flows out of the body … gently bring attention to the 
breath now … 

Notice any tight our tense areas in the body … just scan your body now to 
see how it is feeling … no judgement … just notice what is occurring and 
gently breath through those areas now … the healing harmonizing power of 
the breath …  

Are there any emotions present? … being aware of what is there … not 
trying to fix or change what is there … simply letting it all be there just as it 
is …  

Are there any thoughts present? … simply being aware of what is coming 
and going in awareness … letting it be …  accepting it all as it is … 

These thoughts, emotions and body sensations are all occurring in your 
body and mind … isn’t it your body … your mind … don’t you have a body 
… have a mind … This body-mind is called a particular name … it is a 
certain gender … a certain age … but is this who I AM? … 

NO … the truth is … this body-mind is what I HAVE … isn’t the body-mind 
and it’s experience THERE? … and I AM HERE … as the one observing it … 
noticing it … fully aware of it all … here and now … so, who is it that is 
observing it all? … aware of it all?  Who am I, really? … 

Awakening now to what is always, already here … now … always … 

Inquiring … Who AM I?  … I … Who is aware of all of this? … I AM … I-AM 

I … I AM … feeling I AM … I-I-I … I AM … sensing into this I … this I AM 
Presence … this is who I AM.  Resting into this I-I Current … this I AM 
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Presence … in the Stillness and Silence of Pure Being … this is the Radiant 
Heart …  [pause in silence] 

From the Radiant Heart that I AM, we ARE … be aware of your body-mind 
sitting in the chair … it is being lovingly held in a womb-like compassion … 
and we know ALL is WELL … All is wonderfully well …  

Remain here and listen … listen to this Fullness of Silence present … a quiet 
presence of Radiant Love surrounding … shining through and embracing 
our body-mind … all is included … see through what is present from this 
Radiance … this is true Compassion with whatever is present … [pause] …
all is pristine and clear …  

Remain here and listen … listen to any innate and intuitive wisdom coming 
through … into our Awareness … no effort here … just listen and be aware … 
if nothing comes … it’s ok … we are simply being present with what is here 
and now in our Awareness and open to receive … [pause] 

Home sweet Home …  all embracing Love is Here … Compassion is here … 
Wisdom is here … Gratitude is here … 

Now, allow this Radiance of Love, Compassion, Wisdom and Gratitude to 
shine through you into this room …. out into your home … sensing this 
Radiance shining forth into your neighborhood … into your city … out into 
your state … embracing everyone and everything in it’s path … yes … let 
your light shine in and through out this world … filling the Universe with 
this Radiance of Love … Pure Love … a peace that passes all understanding 
… this is our living-prayer … [pause] 
 
Remain here for as long as you wish …  

May the Blessings of God rest upon you, 
May His Peace abide in you 
May His Presence illuminate your Heart 
Now and forever more … 
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Inquiring: What is True?

“I” exist … “I” … what is this “I” that exists … Is this who I really am?  
There is only one way to find out “what is true?” - it is through inquiring …. 
through our own investigative process.  We take this “I-me-my-mine” for 
granted.  It is always here just being itself.  But, do we know what this “I” 
is?  It is the basis of everything, isn’t it?   

Ramana Maharshi says, “Go back to where you came from and go back the 
way you came”  -  the ‘I’ rose up from our Source and returns to the Source 
very naturally, just as a spider emits its thread out of itself and withdraws it 
back into itself.  When we have genuinely made this this investigation 
process for ourselves, we have a direct knowing of who-we-really-are.  This 
meditation guides us in this inquiry to realize “what is true?” directly for 
yourself.  This process was inspired by the writings of Robert Adams in 
“Silence of the Heart - Part Two” while retreating at Ramanasramam, S. 
India.  

 You may listen to this meditation here:  (20 min) 
<https://www.meditations-for-everyone.info/non-duality-meditations> 

The following is the written version of this meditation.  You may use it to 
guide yourself.  Let me know if I can assist you in any way as you move 
forward in learning this mediation: 

<https://www.meditations-for-everyone.info/lets-talk>   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Inquiring: What is True?

As we begin this meditation … we begin with a question … what is true?  We 
are investigating … in order to see directly … first hand … what is true for 
ourself? … 

Ramana Maharshi says, “Go back to where you came from and go back the 
way you came”  -  the ‘I’ rose up from our Source and returns to the Source 
very naturally, just as a spider emits its thread out of itself and withdraws it 
back into itself.  When we have genuinely made this investigation process 
for ourselves, we have a direct knowing of who-we-really-are.  This 
meditation guides us in this investigative process to realize “what is true?” 
directly for yourself. 

In order to be fully receptive to this truth, let’s begin by checking in and 
seeing - asking yourself - where is my attention … right now? …   

If attention is abiding in the open space of our Heart … quiet … receptive … 
still … simply remain as this stillness … as this open space of our Heart … 

If attention is caught in our thoughts and experiences … just take notice of 
all that is happening in this moment … without judgement … simply letting 
it all be there just as it is … [pause] 

Asking ourselves … “what is seeing all of this?”  … allowing attention to now 
include that which is seeing … that which is observing - without judgement 
- freely observing all that is occurring right now …   

Being this Shining Presence that is back behind it all … receptive and open 
for Truth to be revealed from the inside out … relax here now for a few 
minutes … [pause] 

Now, we are ready to directly see … for ourself … what’s True? …  

First, let’s investigate and simply notice … I exist … I exist … do we not 
realize and know this with certainty … I exist … are we not sensing and 
knowing for ourselves that … “I exist” …  

Realizing this as our own direct experience … here and now … [pause] 
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Continue to sense and realize “I exist” … “I”  … “exist” … “I” … “exist” … 

Notice a space is now being realized between “I” and “exist” …  two separate 
words … “I” … “exist” … I … and … exist … 

And, I exist as “I” … realizing this now as our own direct experience … “I 
exist as “I” … 

Asking ourself now … Who is this “I” that exists? … What is this “I”? … 
We do not answer this question … we are just letting the truth come on its 
own … as a revelation … asking ourselves … who is this I that exists? … what 
is this “I”  that exists at all times? … 

“I” exists when I am asleep … … when I dream … when I am awake … 
doesn’t it? … So … 

Who is this “I”? … feeling this “I” … here and now … allowing the truth of 
this to be revealed as my own direct experience … who is this “I”? … feeling 
this “I” … [pause] 

Asking ourself now … Where does this “I” come from?  … Feeling and 
following this “I-I” feeling … noticing a natural loosening of knots and tight 
areas throughout the body … as I am feeling and following this “I-I” feeling 
there is a natural loosening of the knots … just remaining with this “I-I” 
feeling  … [pause] 

Following the “I-I” … deep … deep … within … continuing to feel and follow 
this “I-I” deeper and deeper … where does this “I” come from? … where is 
its Source within me? … feeling and following “I-I” deeper and deeper… it’s 
like following a current in a river that has its own momentum … this “I-I 
Current” finds its own way home, naturally… into the Source …  into the 
Silence of the Heart … [pause] 

Asking ourselves, now … Isn’t there an Awareness that is always present 
and aware … “Seeing” all of what is happening … here and now? … and,  
isn’t this Awareness back behind it all … free of it all? … simply observing it 
all with complete acceptance and Love? … feel this gentle glow of Love 
accepting us now no matter what … 
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“I accept you … all together 
As the ocean accepts the fish that are swimming in it 
For you have been nowhere yet, nor done anything, 
that I have not accepted you” …  

Being this Presence that is aware … accepting everything just as it is  … 
sensing and knowing what is True … now with certainty … 

It is done … 
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Inquiry:  Inquiring and Saying “Yes” to What IS

What is present within us all?  What is here now as our own true nature?  
How can we access this pure wisdom and truth and fully awaken to who-
we-really-are? 

In this guided meditation, we are going further into the process of Self-
Inquiry … inquiring into one’s true Self nature.  This process was revealed 
to Ramana Maharshi at the young age of 16 years old.  In the midst of a 
death experience, some questions spontaneously came to him: “With the 
death of this body, am I dead? … Who is this ‘I’?”  This pure fascination on 
this “I-feeling” brought about a full connection with the deathless spirit.  He 
was fully merged with the true Self, the Source of all, what he called, the 
Heart.   He dedicated the remainder of his life sharing Self-Inquiry with 
those who came to him.   

Even though he was brought up in India, this process is universal.  He often 
referred to Christ’s teaching saying, “The Kingdom of God is within you” 
and, “The Father and ‘I’ are one … Inquiry uses questions to invoke this 
Presence of the “Father” so that we might easily follow the wisdom and 
guidance of this Divine Presence which is directing us from within …  

  
 You may listen to this meditation here:  (26 min) 

<https://www.meditations-for-everyone.info/non-duality-meditations> 

The following is the written version of this meditation.  You may use it to 
guide yourself.  Let me know if I can assist you in any way as you move 
forward in learning this mediation: 

<https://www.meditations-for-everyone.info/lets-talk>  
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Inquiry:  Inquiring and Saying “Yes” to What IS
 

Allow this to be a time of discovery … of revelation … to realize, directly, 
your own true Self nature.  

So, let’s begin by being aware of whatever is present in your awareness … 

Seeing your body sitting in the chair … and notice there is breath and 
breathing … there is sound.  All the senses are here as windows of 
perception of your world … tuning you into what is in your awareness right 
now …  

Allowing it all to be there just as it is … simply accepting it all as it is …  

In this meditation we are tuning in to what is Real … to what is True … to 
That which is prior to this body and mind … prior to the senses …  prior to 
everything that is objective …   reacquainting ourselves with what is true 
and real … here and now … 

We begin this time by simply allowing whatever is here … to just be here … 
as it is …   
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So often we deny … avoid even fight with what is … wishing it wasn’t here … 
wishing there was something different.  Here and now … in this present 
moment … we’re saying “Yes” to what is present … allowing it to be here 
just as it is.   Feel this “Yes” to what is here now in our Awareness …  

That which we are says “Yes” to what is present in the moment … allowing 
full acceptance and unconditional love to be present.  Our true self nature 
has no identification with what is here in our Awareness.   

Yes, thinking is going on.  It’s not about trying to change it … or trying to do 
anything with it whatsoever … that would further our identification with it.  
That’s the magic of saying “Yes” to whatever is here in our Awareness …  It 
just lets it be … and it can pass freely on …   

And, with Inquiry … we utilize whatever is taking our attention outward … 
to bring our attention inward … to the Heart of acceptance and love within 
us.   
So, with your present moment experience … or any thoughts that are 
present simply ask … Who is thinking?  …Who is the thinker of these 
thoughts?  …Who’s experiencing this experience? … a natural response is 
“I” am.  I am thinking … I am experiencing … 

Do we know who this “I” really is? … We say “I.” … We refer to this “I” very 
often …  But do we know who this “I” really is?   

Now is the time to investigate into this “I.” … To really discover … and 
realize … what this “I” actually is.  We do so with questioning … 
investigating for ourselves … “what is this ‘I’?“ … “Who am ‘I’? … I?-I?-I?”  
Feel this “I-feeling” … follow this I-I-I current inward.  Allow its magnetic 
quality to take you inward … feeling and following this “I-current” inward … 
Relax into this natural inward pull into the Heart and core of your own 
being … merge with this Stillness that is present … with this natural place of 
Silence …  Give way to it  … Fully receive it … 

It’s always been here … right Here … this is what is called “the Heart.” … 
bask in the stillness and silence of the Heart … it is the Source of all that is 
… let’s pause here and bask in the stillness and silence of the Heart … the 
Source of all … 

[pause in silence] 
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At some point thoughts or experience may come up … choose not to follow 
these thoughts … not to do anything with the experience that arises … 
choose to give over to this inward pull … this magnetic pull of the Heart … 
into the stillness and silence of pure being … within you …  

Right here … right now … you are abiding in our True Nature … feeling now 
the radiance of what is always … already present … within you … give over 
to it … let it take you deep within the Heart and core of your being … be still 
and know …  

[pause in Silence] 

You may be experiencing a releasing … a melting away of tension and 
tightness in your body … even a lightness overall …  
Whatever you have carried in your body up until now … is being erased in 
the presence of the Truth … in the presence of the Heart … in this Radiance 
that is Here and Now present … within you …  

Saying “Yes” to whatever is being experienced … and it all burns away … 
just like the sun burning away the clouds on a cloudy day … Be the radiance 
of the sun … Say “yes” to it all … letting it all unwind … It’s no longer your 
concern …   

As Ramana Maharshi says, “Why carry the baggage on your head to your 
own discomfort?  Put it all down and let the train carry it.” … So, now we’re 
putting it down …  live this Truth … be this Truth. 

In this process, words are only being used to direct our attention towards 
the Silence, towards stillness.  So, realize the Fullness in this Silence … 
Realize the contentment … the fulfillment … the completeness that is Here 
in this Silence …  Nothing needs to be added to you … nothing needs to be 
taken away from you.  It’s all absolutely perfect…as it is.  Realize this now as 
your own direct experience …  Not as a philosophy about it, but imbibing of 
it, now, basking in it … 

From the Heart … the Source … the Higher Power … within you … all the 
direction that is needed in day-to-day life is Divinely given …  So simple, so 
clear … no questions or doubts …  Already free … already clear … This is 
your True Nature.   
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From Here .. there is no past … no future … just this fresh moment of Now 
… Feel the freshness … give over to this that is present … here and now … 

[pause] 

Now … there’s only one thing to do …  It’s not really “doing,” it’s Being; just 
being right here in the Heart …  Self-Inquiry is a light switch … bringing us 
back into the light … to return our attention back here into the Heart … into 
who-we-really-are …  

It’s so simple.  There’s only one thing to do … of course, the tendency is  to 
do many things … and make it very complicated … or say there’s a whole lot 
more to do … and distract us from the simplicity.  But there’s only one thing 
to do:  Inquire and return to the Heart.  And, from this perspective … say 
“Yes” to what Is. 

Any separation from the Heart … there is a clue … it begins to feel difficult 
… an effort … a struggle.  Then, we Inquire into “Who?”… “Who is effecting? 
… struggling? … thinking? … worrying? … experiencing? … “I-am” … “I?-I?-
I?” … feeling and following this “I-I-I” feeling … and we return to the  
“I-I Current” pulling us within … back into the Heart … where everything 
flows … our life is directed wisely and appropriately from HERE …  

In a few moments … you are going to open your eyes and greet your world 
from the Heart’s perspective … from your true nature … living your life 
from HERE … and … all is simply Divine …
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